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a b s t r a c t

We present a multi-archive, multi-proxy summer temperature reconstruction for the European Alps
covering the period AD 1053e1996 using tree-ring and lake sediment data. The new reconstruction is
based on nine different calibration approaches and errors were estimated conservatively. Summer
temperatures of the last millennium are characterised by two warm (AD 1053e1171 and 1823e1996) and
two cold phases (AD 1172e1379 and 1573e1822). Highest pre-industrial summer temperatures of the
12th century were 0.3 �C warmer than the 20th century mean but 0.35 �C colder than proxy derived
temperatures at the end of the 20th century. The lowest temperatures at the end of the 16th century
were w1 �C lower than the 20th century mean.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

To assess the anthropogenic fingerprint of recent climate change,
detailed insight into the evolution of pre-industrial (natural) climate
during the last millennium is essential (Hegerl et al., 2011). While
attention has focussed mainly on hemispheric-scale annual
temperature reconstructions for the last 1000 years (e.g. Moberg
et al., 2005; Frank et al., 2007a; Mann et al., 2008), regional scale
and seasonally-resolved information is required to critically test the
ability of General Circulation Models (GCM) to reconstruct the
climate of the past, and therefore to assess their reliability for
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predicting the climate of the future (e.g. McCarroll, 2010; Yamazaki
et al., 2011). Spatial and seasonal variation in response to natural and
anthropogenic forcing is also key to defining the sensitivity of the
climate system to rising levels of greenhouse gases and to predicting
the ecological, social and economic consequences of future climate
change (Frank et al., 2010).

In the recent past a number of reconstructions of summer
temperature for the Greater Alpine region (GAR) have been pre-
sented. Climate field reconstructions are available for the last 500
years (e.g. Luterbacher et al., 2004; Casty et al., 2005). Recon-
structions based on documentary data covering the last 500 or
1000 years were presented recently (Glaser and Riemann, 2009;
Dobrovolný et al., 2010). Further, several tree-ring based recon-
structions (e.g. Büntgen et al., 2005, 2006, 2011; Corona et al., 2010,
2011) and high-resolution quantitative reconstructions from lake
sediments (e.g. Larocque-Tobler et al., 2010; Trachsel et al., 2010)
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Fig. 1. Locations of proxies used for our reconstructions (blue dots): 1. Lötschental;
2. Tyrol; 3. Dachstein; 4. Lake Silvaplana. Red, orange, light green rectangles, respec-
tively, enclose the extension of the gridded data set of Böhm et al. (2010), the area for
which the temperature reconstruction of Dobrovolný et al. (2010) is representative,
and the areas for which Büntgen et al. (2009) compiled data. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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are available, and parts of the GAR are covered by the multi-proxy
reconstruction of Guiot et al. (2005).

Reconstructions covering small areas are usually based on only
one type of climate proxy, which makes them prone to proxy-
specific restrictions such as the ’observational bias’ of documen-
tary data (Brázdil et al., 2005, 2010), the ’segment-length curse’ of
tree rings (Cook et al., 1995) or dating uncertainties of lake sedi-
ments. A multi-archive climate reconstruction is potentially less
affected by these limitations and may provide a less biased
understanding of pre-industrial climate evolution.

In this study, we present a multi-archive summer temperature
reconstruction for the Greater Alpine Region spanning the period
AD 1053e1996. The reconstruction is based on a set of climate
proxies from lake sediments and tree-rings. Estimates of uncer-
tainty are essential for detection and attribution studies (e.g. Hegerl
et al., 2006) as well as data-model comparison (e.g. Graham et al.,
2007). Here we use sensitivity analysis, thereby including uncer-
tainty due to differences between the proxies during the recon-
struction period (e.g. Moberg et al., 2005) as well as the
uncertainties due to calibration (e.g. Rutherford et al., 2005). Our
sensitivity analysis involves excluding (i) specific frequency bands
of proxy time series (sensu Moberg et al., 2005), (ii) proxies that
inherit an associated dating uncertainty and (iii) proxy series at
random. We compare our reconstructions with tree-ring (Büntgen
et al., 2011) and independent documentary-based reconstructions
on a regional scale (Glaser and Riemann, 2009; Dobrovolný et al.,
2010) and with multi-proxy reconstructions on hemispheric scale
(e.g. Frank et al., 2007a; Hegerl et al., 2007; Mann et al., 2008).
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data

From the large number of datasets produced within the Euro-
pean Union project Millennium (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/
pubs/millennium/millennium.html), we chose in total eight tree-
ring and lake sediment based proxies from four different loca-
tions in the Greater Alpine Region (Table 1, Fig. 1). Proxy time series
were selected according to their length (they should at least cover
the period back to 1200) and their sensitivity to summer (JJA)
temperatures in the calibration period (AD 1760e1996). Seven of
these proxy series (all except biogenic silica flux) covered the
period AD 1053e1996, the period to which we finally restricted
our reconstruction.

The raw individual series within the three tree-ring width (trw)
chronologies and the two tree-ring maximum density (mxd)
chronologies were detrended using Regional Curve Standardisation
(RCS, e.g. Esper et al., 2003) to retain as much low-frequency
variability as possible in the chronology. One tree-ring record is
based on measurements of ‘blue intensity’ (McCarroll et al., 2002;
Table 1
Proxies used in this study.

Proxy # Type Location Reference

1 Late-wood density Lötschental (Switzerland) Büntgen et al., 200
2 Late-wood density Tyrol (Austria) Esper et al., 2007
3 Tree-ring width Tyrol (Austria) Büntgen et al., 200
4 Tree-ring width Alpine Arc Büntgen et al., 200
5 Tree-ring width Dachstein (Austria) Friedrich unpubl.
6 Blue Intensity Dachstein (Austria) Friedrich unpubl.
7 Chironomids Silvaplana (Switzerland) Larocque-Tobler e
8 Biogenic Silica Silvaplana (Switzerland) Blass et al., 2007;

Trachsel et al., 201
Campbell et al., 2007, 2011), an inexpensive alternative to X-ray
densitometry which yields relative rather than absolute values.
These data were detrended using a cubic spline; hence, they
were considered useful only at frequencies shorter than about
50-year periods. The lake-sediment records include chironomids
(Larocque-Tobler et al., 2010) and biogenic silica flux (bSi; Blass
et al., 2007; Trachsel et al., 2010) and rely on probabilistic dates.
Filtered time series for all eight series are shown in Fig. 2(aeh) and
replications of the tree-ring series are shown in Fig. 3. All data
series correlate strongly with summer temperature (Table 2).
Significance levels were calculated after correcting degrees of
freedom (DF) according to Dawdy and Matalas (1964) (i.e.
‘DF’¼ (n� 2)*(1� r1*r10)/(1 þ r1*r10), where n is the initial sample
size and r1 and r10 are the first serial correlation coefficients of the
two time series compared).

To assess the similarity of all proxy series included in this
reconstruction, mean inter-series correlations (rbar) were calcu-
lated for raw data, for high-pass filtered data (1e31- year) and for
31-year low-pass (Gaussian) filtered data in 100 and 200-year time
windows, respectively (Fig. 2iek). For low-pass filtered (31-year
Gaussian) data, inter-series variances between the standardised
Record length
(years AD)

Tree species Frequency bands used

6 755e2004 Larix decidua All
1053e2003 Picea abies All

5 848e1997 Pinus cembra All
9 951e2004 Larix decidua All

900e1996 Larix decidua All
813e1996 Conifer 1e31; 1e11; 11e31; 31e51

t al., 2010 1007e2002 11e31; 31e51; >31; >51

0
1181e1949 11e31; 31e51

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/pubs/millennium/millennium.html
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/pubs/millennium/millennium.html


Fig. 2. Normalised proxy data (z-scores, 31-years low-pass (Gaussian) filtered) used in this study (order similar to Table 1): (a) Büntgen et al. (2006), (b) Esper et al. (2007),
(c) Büntgen et al. (2005), (d) Büntgen et al. (2009), (e) Friedrich unpubl. (tree-ring width) (f) Friedrich unpubl. (blue intensity), (g) Larocque-Tobler et al. (2010) and (h) Trachsel et al.
(2010) (frequency constrained to 11e51 years); and (iek) their mean inter-series correlations (rbar): (i) unfiltered data (100-year time window), (j) 31-year (Gaussian) low-pass
filtered data (black, 200-year time window) along with their inter-series standard deviations (sd (blue), 200-year running means of annual values), and (k) 1e31-year
(Gaussian) high-pass filtered data. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. Sample depth of the six tree-ring series used in this study. Note: The number of
trees in the series of Büntgen et al. (2005, 2009) are two and ten times higher
respectively than shown in the figure.
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proxy series were calculated for each year. We accounted for
decreased variance caused by autocorrelation by multiplying the
calculated variance by a correction factor consisting of standard
error multiplied by the square root of (1 þ r1)/(1� r1) where r1 is
the first serial correlation coefficient (Ramsey and Schafer, 2002).
The square root of this corrected annual variance (standard devia-
tion) was averaged over 200 years to assess the spread of the low-
frequency variability of proxy data.

Since the biogenic silica record covers the period AD 1173e1949,
it is included in only one of the reconstructions presented in this
study. Chironomids are the only proxies which were calibrated
against a spatial temperature gradient (‘calibration in space’,
Larocque-Tobler et al., 2010); all other proxies were calibrated
against instrumental meteorological measurements (‘calibration in
time’ see below). Since all these data fall within the period AD
1000e2000, all dates mentioned hereafter are years Anno Domini
(AD).

2.2. Calibration and reconstruction

Calibration was undertaken, for the period 1760e1996, on JJA
mean temperatures averaged over the region 43�e49� N and
4�e19� E using gridded temperature data (Böhm et al., 2010, Fig. 1)
which includes early instrumental data (Böhm et al., 2010). All
proxies except biogenic silica have data in the whole of this period.
We tested calibration without frequency splitting, and after split-
ting proxies and instrumental data into two (1e31, >31-year)
or four (1e11, 11e31, 31e51, >51-year) frequency bands using
Gaussian low- and high-pass filters. Using different frequency
bands allows us to: (i) include data at non-annual resolution (e.g.
Moberg et al., 2005; Guiot et al., 2010; Boucher et al., 2011) and (ii)
test whether proxy series are differently weighted during calibra-
tion in the different frequency bands. For calibration we applied
Composite Plus Scale (CPS, e.g. Riedwyl et al., 2008), Multiple
Ordinary Least-Squares Regression (OLSR, e.g. Legendre and
Legendre, 1998) and Partial Least-Squares Regression (PLSR, e.g.
Martens and Naes, 1989) to test for possible differences in recon-
structions introduced by different calibration techniques. Recon-
structions obtained for individual frequency bands were rescaled to
the calibration target (Böhm et al., 2010) to avoid loss of amplitude
associated with inverse regression techniques (e.g. Esper et al.,
2005; Bürger et al., 2006). The rescaled reconstructions of the
individual frequency bands were summed to obtain reconstruc-
tions covering all frequency bands. Altogether, our different cali-
bration approaches resulted in nine different reconstructions of
summer temperature for the last millennium. Finally, we averaged
the nine reconstructions (thereafter referred to as variants 1e9) to
obtain a consensus which was validated with independent
reconstructions. Information on the nine individual calibration
and reconstruction methods is summarized in Table 3. Differ-
ences in methodology and motivations for these methodological
tests are outlined below.

To account for potential edge effects when filtering proxy series
we performed calibrations (i) excluding all data affected by edge
effects and (ii) including proxy series filtered at the beginning/end.
When filtering at the beginning/end of time series, we artificially
extended the filtered time series (i) by adding the climatology (i.e.
the mean value of the last 30 years of the time-series), (ii) by
reflecting the time series ‘horizontally’ about the final data point
(i.e. by adding the last 30 years of the time series in reversed order),
and (iii) by reflecting the time series ‘horizontally’ and ‘vertically’
about the last data point (i.e. a point reflection about the last data
point or turning the time series by 180� about the last data point).
Subsequently, the three extended data series were filtered and
individually weighted (sum of individual weights ¼ 1) in order to
obtain lowest Root Mean Square Error of Prediction (RMSEP)
compared to raw data, applying the methodology suggested by
Mann (2008).

Calibration methods used are based on different statistical
frameworks. CPS standardises all proxy time series over the
common period and averages them. Then the mean series is scaled
(i.e. mean and variance are matched) to the climate variable of
interest over the instrumental (calibration) period (e.g. Riedwyl
et al., 2008). Since variance depends upon the strength of the
correlation among the individual time series as well as the number
of records considered, variance was stabilised using the method
proposed by Frank et al. (2007a), i.e., calculating mean correlation
coefficients among proxies for 45-year running windows. In
contrast to CPS, the two regression-based approaches are built on
a more thorough statistical framework with underlying assump-
tions. OLSR, for example, requires independence among explana-
tory variables; co-linearity may cause instability in parameter
estimation (e.g. Legendre and Legendre, 1998). PLSR avoids this
problem by reducing a large number of predictors to a small
number of components (latent variables) which are then used in
place of the original predictors. Unlike similar dimension-reduction
techniques, such as Principal Component Regression (PCR),
components are chosen to provide maximum correlation with the
dependent variable (Martens and Naes, 1989; de Jong, 1993).

Low-pass filtered proxy series (>31 and >51 years) have high
autocorrelations, low degrees of freedom and multi co-linearities.
For these frequency bands, we exclusively applied PLSR (insta-
bility in OLSR parameter estimation, see above). Only the first PLSR
component was used (further components did not improve cali-
bration statistics). In contrast to the frequency bands 11e31, >31
and >51 years, the frequency bands 1e31 and 1e11 years have low
autocorrelation and, hence, high degrees of freedom. For PLSR run
on these frequency bands, the number of components included in
the model was assessed by 10-fold cross-validation (e.g. Efron and
Gong, 1983): Only components leading to a reduction of the RMSEP
of more than 5% were retained in the model (Birks, 1998).

2.3. Model validation and sensitivity tests

Calibration models were validated by RMSEP (Birks, 1998),
coefficient of determination (r2), Amplitude/RMSEP (Trachsel et al.,
2010), and reduction of error (RE) and coefficient of efficiency (CE)



Table 2
Correlations of all proxies with summer temperature (Böhm et al., 2010).

Esper
et al. (2007)

Büntgen
et al. (2009)

Friedrich
trw RCS

Friedrich
BIT spline

Büntgen
et al. (2006)

Büntgen
et al. (2005)

Larocque-Tobler
et al. (2010)

Trachsel
et al. (2010)

r r r r r r r r

Raw 0.46 0.55 0.54 0.59 0.59 0.41 NA NA
1e31-year 0.42 0.58 0.49 0.68 0.63 0.34 NA 0.4a

>31-year 0.67 0.53 0.78 0.32 0.45 0.62 0.29 0.74b

Bold and italic p < 0.05.
a 11e31-year frequency band.
b 31e51-year frequency band.
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statistics (Cook et al., 1994) for the recombined series. With auto-
correlated time series, RMSEP is underestimated by leave-one-out
and k-fold cross-validation (e.g. Telford and Birks, 2009). There-
fore, we assessed RMSEP by h-block cross-validation (Burman et al.,
1994) wherein the observation for which predictions are made is
omitted from calibration, along with h observations on either side
(Telford and Birks, 2009). Preliminary autocorrelation functions
suggested h ¼ 20 for 31-year low-pass filtered data and h ¼ 40 for
51-year low-pass filtered data. For the high-pass filtered proxy time
series that showed no significant autocorrelation, uncertainty of
the calibration model was assessed by leave-one-out cross-valida-
tion. Errors among proxies within the same frequency band were
combined based on Gaussian error propagation (i.e., square root of
the sum of the squares). Gaussian error propagation was also
applied when combining different frequency bands.

To quantify uncertainty, the overlap of the different recon-
structions was determined by applying the ‘envelope method’ used
in the fourth report of the IPCC (Jansen et al., 2007).

If jTrit� Tptjj � RMSEPi; the score of Tptj is set to 100%/9¼ 11.11%
If RMSEPi <jTrit-Tptjj � 2*RMSEPi; the score of Tptj is set to
100%/(2*9) ¼ 5.55%
if 2*RMSEPi < jTrit-Tptjj; the score of Tptj is set to 0%

where i¼ 1,2,., 9 (a specific reconstruction), t¼ 1053,1054,., 1996
(year), Tr is reconstructed temperature; Tp is a temperature that
ranges from j ¼ �2 �C to j ¼ 1 �C wrt 1901e2000 (at an interval of
0.01 �C); and RMSEPi is RMSEP of the ith reconstruction
(nomenclature follows Ge et al., 2010). Hence, temperatures within
Table 3
Numerical methods and error statistics of the nine calibration/reconstruction variants. C

Name Number of
frequency
bands

Data
included

Nr. of
data series
(Table 1)

Calibration
period (AD)

RMSEP
[�C]

r2 A
R

Variant 1 2 Tree-rings 1e6 1776e1981 0.76 0.61 6

Variant 2 2 Tree-rings
and lake

1e7 1776e1981 0.78 0.62 6

Variant 3 2 Tree-rings 1e6 1761e1996 0.8 0.61 6

Variant 4 2 Tree-rings
and lake

1e7 1761e1996 0.76 0.62 6

Varriant 5 2 Tree-rings 1e6 1761e1996 0.8 0.61 6

Variant 6 2 Tree-rings 1e6 1761e1996 0.78 0.58 7

Variant 7 1 Tree-rings 1e6 1761e1996 0.84 0.48 6
Variant 8 4 Tree-rings

and lake
1e7 1761e1996 0.76 0.66 6

Variant 9 4 Tree-rings
and lake

1e8 1761e1949 0.76 0.66 7
�1 RMSEP of an individual reconstruction were assigned a ‘score’ of
11.11%, temperatures between �1 RMSEP and �2 RMSEP of an
individual reconstruction were assigned a ‘score’ of 5.55%. After
repeating this procedure for all nine reconstructions ‘scores’ were
added. Maximum overlap (100%) was obtained for temperatures
falling all within the RMSEP of all nine individual reconstructions.

Significant changes among mean temperatures of the nine
reconstructions were detectedwith CONstrained Incremental Sum-
of-Squares (CONISS) clustering (Grimm, 1987), as implemented in
the R-package ‘rioja’ (Juggins, 2009), and by the broken-stick model
(Bennett, 1996).

To estimate the robustness of our reconstructions with respect
to the proxy data included in reconstructions, we ran sensitivity
tests that compared reconstructions including all available proxies
with reconstructions omitting one and two proxy time series,
respectively. These tests were run on three different reconstruction
variants (variants 4, 5 and 7, Table 3). We choose these three vari-
ants because they cover the full reconstruction period (1053e1996)
and we thereby compared calibration in different frequency bands
with calibration of unconstrained data (variants 4 and 5 versus
variant 7). Since we further combined proxies with calendar
dates (tree rings) and proxies with probabilistic dates (lake
sediments), we also tested the effects of including or excluding
the latter (variant 4 versus variants 5 and 7).

For comparison of the Alpine reconstruction with other recon-
structions covering the same area, we calculated Theil-Sen trend
estimates (Theil, 1950; Sen, 1968) for 31-year windows. We thereby
compared mid-term fluctuations but disregarded low-frequency
variability.
olour codes refer to Fig. 4.

mplitude/
MSEP

Reconstruction
period (AD)

Frequency band and statistical method along
with their colour coding for Fig. 3 (in parenthesis)

.44 1068e1981 1e31 (PLSR, Fig. 4d: green) and >31
(PLSR, Fig. 4e: blue); Fig. 4h: grey

.19 1068e1981 1e31 (PLSR, Fig. 4d: black) and >31
(PLSR, Fig. 4e black); Fig. 4h: black

.26 1053e1996 1e31 (PLSR, Fig. 4d: green) and >31
(PLSR, Fig. 4e cyan); Fig. 4h: cyan

.74 1053e1996 1e31 (PLSR, Fig. 4d: orange) and >31
(PLSR, Fig. 4e: orange); Fig. 4h: brown

.61 1053e1996 1e31 (PLSR, var stab, Fig. 4d: blue) and >31
(PLSR, Fig. 4e: green); Fig. 4h: pink

.18 1053e1996 1e31 (CPS, var stab, Fig. 4d: cyan) and >31
(PLSR, Fig. 4e: green); Fig. 4h: gold

.18 1053e1996 None (PLSR; Fig. 4, blue) h:orange

.91 1053e1996 1e10 (Fig. 4a, blue)/11e31 (Fig. 4b, blue)/31e51
(Fig. 4c, black; all OLSR) and >51
(PLSR, Fig. 4f, black); Fig. 4h: blue

.16 1173e1949 1e10 (Fig. 4a, blue)/11e31 (Fig. 4b, black)/31e51
((Fig. 4c, blue; all OLSR) and >51
(PLSR, (Fig. 4f, black); Fig. 4h: coral
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All numerical analyses were carried out using R (R Development
Core Team, 2011) and its add-on packages gtools (Warnes, 2010), pls
(Wehrens and Mevik, 2007), rioja (Juggins, 2009) and vegan
(Oksanen et al., 2011).

3. Results

3.1. Data

Fig. 2(aeh) shows filtered versions of all the proxy time series
used in this study. In the following, we briefly introduce the proxy
series on which incomplete information is available in peer-
reviewed journals.

The Tyrol-mxd data set (Esper et al., 2007, Fig. 2b) was devel-
oped using a total number of 227 Picea abies samples from living
trees and relict wood spanning the period 1053e2003 with
a minimum replication of 4 samples. The mean inter-series corre-
lation is always higher than r ¼ 0.53. The trw record of Büntgen
et al. (2009, Fig. 2d) is based on 2610 Larix decidua series coming
from 40 sites located at higher elevations in the European Alps and
is a subset of data previously presented by Büntgen et al. (2008).
Mean inter-series correlation (calculated in 31-year moving
windows) is consistently higher than 0.6 between 1053 and 1996.

The tree-ring width RCS detrended record from Dachstein
(Friedrich unpubl., Fig. 2e) is based on 60 L. decidua series with
aminimum replication of 4 series in the 14th century. The BIT series
from Dachstein (Fig. 2f) is based on 20 samples from the three
conifer species L. decidua, Picea abies and Pinus cembra.

Comparison of temperature data (Böhm et al., 2010) and the
previously unpublished proxy series reveals influence of tempera-
ture on all the proxies (Table 2). Correlation coefficients are
significant (p < 0.05) for all proxies in the 1e31-year band and for
the RCS detrended data in the frequency band >31-year. The series
of Esper et al. (2007) and Friedrich (unpubl., trw RCS) show the
highest correlations of all the proxies in the >31-year frequency
band with correlation coefficients of r ¼ 0.67 and r ¼ 0.77 (both
p < 0.005), respectively. In the 1e31-year band, highest correla-
tions with temperature data are found for the BIT series (r ¼ 0.68).
However, the BIT series shows a massive loss in variance back in
time.

Mean inter-series correlations are shown in Fig. 2iek. For raw
data and for the frequency band 1e31-year mean correlations
increase through time and are highest after 1550. In the >31-year
frequency band increased mean inter-series correlations are
found centred on 1250, between 1500 and 1625 and after 1850, and
low values are found centred on 1350 and between 1650 and 1750.
The standard deviation among proxy series is high between 1150
and 1400 (Fig. 2j).

3.2. Calibration and model validation

Amplitude/RMSEP values indicate skill for all calibration
models, with amplitudes more than six times larger than the errors
(Table 3). Cross-validated RMSEP of summarised calibrations range
between 0.76 �C and 0.84 �C (Table 3). The lowest RMSEP are found
for variants 4 (two frequency bands) and 8 (four frequency bands),
followed by the three remaining reconstructions based on cali-
bration in two frequency bands. The unconstrained calibration of
tree-ring data (variant 7) shows highest RMSEP (0.84 �C).

All nine calibration approaches underestimated (were colder
than) the instrumental target between 1760 and 1850 and over-
estimated (were warmer than) it between 1860 and 1950 (Fig. 4f,
Table 4). From 1760 to 1850, the offset between the reconstructions
and the instrumental target was smaller for reconstructions with
frequency-dependent calibration than for the reconstruction
without frequency restrictions (differences in means: �0.23 �C and
�0.38 �C, respectively, Table 4). Accordingly, RE and CE were higher
for calibration in frequency bands than for unconstrained calibra-
tion (Table 5). The offset was largest between 1810 and 1821. It was
most pronounced in the calibration based on CPS (Table 4). The
overestimation 1860e1950 was larger than the underestimation
1760e1850 in six out of nine variants (Table 4).

Calibrations of individual frequency bands are shown in Fig. 4.
Frequency constrained calibrations (Fig. 4aed) showed similar
progression and amplitudes as the calibration target, except for
frequency bands >31 and >51-years (Fig. 4e, f), where multi-
decadal changes generally agreed with the calibration target,
but considerable differences in the centennial trends were found.
The instrumental target was underestimated between 1760 and
1850 and overestimated between 1860 and 1950. Similarly,
unconstrained tree-ring data underestimated temperatures from
1760 to 1850 and overestimated temperatures between 1860 and
1950.

3.3. Reconstruction

One unfiltered reconstruction (variant 5) is shown in Fig. 5a and
the nine low-pass filtered reconstructions are presented in Fig. 5b.
The highest temperatures prior to the 20th century were recorded
in the 12th century, and were 0.3 �C higher than the 20th century
mean. The lowest temperatures were recorded at the end of the
16th century and in the 14th century, and were 1 �C lower than the
20th century mean. Low-pass filtered (31-year Gaussian) recon-
structed temperatures were highest (0.66 �C) in the late 20th
century and exceeded the upper uncertainty limit (highest recon-
structed temperature þ2*RMSEP) of all reconstructions. When
considering the target data by Böhm et al. (2010) available up to
2008 (including high temperatures in the 1990s and in the early
2000s), a 31-year filtered series not affected by edge effects is
obtained up to the year 1993 and reaches a positive anomaly of
0.99 �C (wrt 1901e2000) in 1993 which is 0.75 �C higher than the
warmest value (31-year filtered series) observed in the 12th
century (Fig. 5b).

CONISS and the broken-stick model divided the nine (non-
smoothed) summer temperature reconstructions into seven zones
(periods) (Fig. 5c), delimited by the years 1171, 1379, 1573, 1610,
1812 and 1822. The first period is characterised by temperatures
with mean values close to the mean of the 20th century (mean
value 0 �C wrt 1901e2000). Temperature was lower in the second
period which is characterized by a negative climate anomaly with
mean values 0.57 �C lower than the 20th century mean. The third
period was againwarmer (�0.2 �C wrt 1901e2000) but interrupted
by a cold anomaly around 1450. In the fourth period temperature
minima of the last millenniumwere reached around 1600, showing
negative anomalies of �0.9 �C compared to the 20th century. The
fifth period is defined by temperatures 0.47 �C below the mean of
the 20th century. This phase was followed by a cold anomaly about
1810e1830 (�1.63 �C wrt 1901e2000). The most recent period is
comparable to the 20th century mean (�0.05 �C wrt 1901e2000).

When calculating the correlation between the consensus
reconstruction (Fig. 5c) and the 31-year low-pass filtered input
data, we find highest correlations for the series by Friedrich
(unpubl., trw RCS, r ¼ 0.80), Esper et al. (2007, r ¼ 0.70) and
Büntgen et al. (2009, r ¼ 0.68). Each of the other input series
correlate with the consensus reconstruction with a coefficient of
r ¼ 0.55.

Differences among the eight reconstructions based on frequency
splitting are minor. In contrast, considerable differences exist
between these eight reconstructions and the reconstruction based
on tree-ring data without frequency splitting. Values in the late



Fig. 4. Calibration in individual frequency bands: (a) 1e11-year, (b) 11e31-year, (c) 31e51-year, (d) 1e31-year, (e) >31-year, (f) >51-year. Panel (g) shows the calibration of
unconstrained tree-ring data. In panel (h) the nine low pass-filtered (>31-year Gaussian) final reconstructions are shown. Instrumental data of Böhm et al. (2010) is shown in red.
Colour codes of individual series are presented in Table 3. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Table 4
Mean offsets among reconstructions and instrumental data (Böhm et al., 2010) for selected time windows.

Reconstruction variant Raw data Low-pass filtered data (30-year Gaussian)

1760e1850 1810e1821 1860e1950 1950e1996 1760e1850 1810e1821 1860e1950 1950e1996

1 �0.21 �0.92 0.20 NA �0.20 �0.30 0.18 NA
2 �0.22 �0.87 0.17 NA �0.21 �0.26 0.15 NA
3 �0.23 �0.88 0.25 �0.06 �0.22 �0.34 0.23 �0.07
4 �0.24 �0.86 0.24 �0.06 �0.23 �0.32 0.23 �0.07
5 �0.23 �0.90 0.26 �0.06 �0.21 �0.34 0.23 �0.07
6 �0.24 �1.18 0.26 �0.06 �0.23 �0.42 0.24 �0.06
7 �0.38 �0.96 0.37 �0.03 �0.37 �0.60 0.34 �0.03
8 �0.22 �0.73 0.22 �0.04 �0.20 �0.26 0.21 �0.03
9 �0.20 �0.74 0.22 NA �0.19 �0.25 0.21 NA
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13th and early 14th centuries and in the 16th and 17th centuries
were lower in the single-band tree-ring reconstruction (variant 7)
than in the reconstructions using frequency splitting.

Reconstructions including chironomids (variants 4 and 8) were
indifferent to the number of frequency bands (two or four) or
statistical model (OLSR or PLSR, Fig. 5b). Differences between
reconstructions that include lake sediment data (mainly chirono-
mids, variant 4 and 8), with associated age uncertainties, and
reconstructions only including tree-ring data (variants 3, 5, and 6)
occurred around 1360 and during the Maunder Minimum
(1670e1715). Series including chironomids showed a more
pronounced cooling than reconstructions based on frequency-
weighted tree-ring series.

Variance stabilisation in the frequency band 1e31 years based
on PLSR calibration (variant 5) did not affect the low-frequency
behaviour (>31-year) of the reconstruction. In contrast, the
reconstruction based on variance stabilised CPS in the 1e31-year
band (variant 6) produced lower temperatures in the cold phases
1810e1821 and around 1600 than all other reconstructions based
on frequency splitting (Fig. 5b).
3.4. Sensitivity tests

In general, the leave-out reconstructions appeared to be similar
to the reconstructions presented earlier (referred to as ‘full recon-
structions’; Fig. 6). The highest reconstructed temperatures
(31-year low-pass filter) were always recorded in the 20th century.

Between 1050 and 1400, most reconstructions show
pronounced low-frequency variability (amplitude >1 �C). When
excluding the record of Friedrich (unpubl., trw RCS) and especially
that of Esper et al. (2007) reconstructions exhibit reduced low-
frequency climate variability in the Medieval Period (amplitude
<0.75 �C, <0.5 �C, respectively, Fig. 6).

The leave-out approach reveals phases of agreement and
disagreement in decadal-scale climate variability. General agree-
ment is detected for the phases 1050e1200, 1400e1620 and 1670
to the present. In these three phases the reconstructions differ in
amplitude but show similar decadal-scale fluctuations (Fig. 6). In
contrast, between 1200 and 1400 and in the 50 years between 1620
Table 5
Reduction of Error (RE) and Coefficient of Efficiency (CE) statistics of the nine calibration

Calibration period Validation period Variant 1a Variant 2a Variant 3

1760e1877 1878e1996 RE 0.31 0.32 0.44
1760e1877 1878e1996 CE 0.31 0.32 0.43
1878e1996 1760e1877 RE 0.52 0.55 0.48
1878e1996 1760e1877 CE 0.52 0.55 0.48

a Calibration periods 1776e1877 and 1878e1981, respectively and verification period
b Calibration periods 1760e1855 and 1856e1949, respectively and verification period
and 1670 no accordance of decadal-scale fluctuations of the leave-
out reconstructions was found (Fig. 6d and e).

Comparing calibration in frequency bands (Fig. 6a,b,d,e) with
calibration of unconstrained data (Fig. 6c and f), we find the
reduction of amplitude predicted for the last millennium for the
approaches with frequency splitting (variants 4 and 5). The spread
among leave-out reconstructions is also reduced when applying
the split frequency approach. For example, for the year 1070 the
range of the reconstructions amounts to 0.8 �C for the frequency
constrained reconstructions (Fig. 6a and b) compared to 1.5 �C for
the calibration of raw data (Fig. 6c).

4. Discussion

4.1. Reconstructions

The Greater Alpine region represents a relatively small portion
of the Northern Hemisphere extra-tropics. Still, there is general
agreement between five northern hemisphere reconstructions and
the reconstruction presented in this study, which does not include
any proxy data used in the Northern Hemisphere reconstructions
(Fig. 7a). Reconstructions indicate warmer conditions at the
beginning of the last millennium, a subsequent coolingwith coldest
temperatures mostly in the 17th century and a warming trend
between 1600 and 1800. Although we only compare values
between 1053 and 1980, the correlations between the reconstruc-
tions (31-year Gaussian low-pass filter) are all significant (p< 0.05)
and range between 0.56 and 0.62. This suggests common low-
frequency signal among the five selected large-scale reconstruc-
tions and our Alpine reconstruction.

There was also agreement on the regional scale. For the period
1053e1996 the fully independent reconstruction by Glaser and
Riemann (2009), the reconstruction of Büntgen et al. (2011),
which includes some data from the reconstruction presented in
this study, and the reconstruction presented here show common
variance back to 1550 (Fig. 7bee). They show a warm period
around 1575, a pronounced cold phase around 1600, the cold
phase of the Late Maunder Minimum (1675e1710) and a subse-
quent warming culminating around 1780. Focussing on the last
500 years, we also found reasonable agreement with decadal-
variants for the indicated calibration and verification periods.

Variant 4 Variant 5 Variant 6 Variant 7 Variant 8 Variant 9b

0.44 0.43 0.42 0.14 0.50 0.39
0.43 0.43 0.41 0.13 0.50 0.39
0.52 0.54 0.50 0.16 0.55 0.50
0.51 0.53 0.49 0.15 0.54 0.49

s 1878e1981 and 1776e1877, respectively.
s 1878e1981 and 1776e1877, respectively.



Fig. 5. Reconstructions covering the period 1053e1996 (for details on variants see Table 2) along with instrumental data (Böhm et al., 2010, red): (a) Annually resolved recon-
struction (variant 5, black), (b) Nine low-pass filtered (31-year Gaussian) reconstructions, dashed horizontal line indicates the warmest temperatures reconstructed in the 12th
century, dashed vertical lines indicate changes in number of reconstructions (corresponding to numbers indicated), (c) overlap of the nine reconstructions (see text for explanation).
Documentary data of Dobrovolný et al. (2010) are indicated in blue. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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scale climate variability reported for Central Europe (Dobrovolný
et al., 2010): r ¼ 0.50 (p < 0.05) for 31-year low-pass (Gaussian)
filtered temperatures, although the two reconstructions had an
offset of 0.45 �C between 1600 and 1760 (Fig. 5c). Part of this offset
might be explained by limitations inherent to documentary data,
which might not pick up the full range of low-frequency climate
variability (see e.g. Brázdil et al., 2010; Leijonhufvud et al., 2010;
Zorita et al., 2010). Part of this offset might, however, also be
caused by variants 1e9 that overestimate low-frequency climate
variability in the calibration and, potentially, reconstruction
periods. There was, for example, disagreement between natural
proxies and documentary proxies between 1520 and 1550. Part of
this disagreement might be explained by numerical restrictions
(see above). Trachsel et al. (2010), however, hypothesised that this
disagreement might also be caused by the absence of strong
forcing during the first half of the 16th century, resulting in aweak
proxy signal.
Disagreement was also found prior to 1550. The timing of
minimum and maximum temperatures between 1050 and 1500 in
five recent reconstructions covering the Alpine area differed
considerably. While Corona et al. (2010) found maximum temper-
atures between 1210 and 1235, Corona et al. (2011) reconstructed
temperaturemaxima at 1235 and 1400. Glaser and Riemann (2009)
found maximum temperatures at 1170 and 1275 whereas Büntgen
et al. (2011) reconstructed maximum temperatures at 1160, 1440
and 1565. In our consensus reconstruction maximum temperatures
were found between 1125 and 1160. The disagreement before 1450
might be to some extent caused by reduced replication of tree-ring
series (Fig. 3, e.g. Frank et al., 2007a).

Theil-Sen trend estimates for 31-year time periods that
summarise mid-term fluctuations and disregard low-frequency
variability showed general agreement back to 1450, warming
centred around 1375 and cooling centred around 1185, 1280 and
1350 for the reconstructions of Glaser and Riemann (2009), the



Fig. 6. Results of sensitivity experiments: comparison of reconstructions including all available proxies with reconstructions omitting one (aec) and two (def) proxy time series,
respectively. The data shown are low-pass filtered (31-year Gaussian) leave-one and leave-two-out reconstructions of variants 4 (a,d), 5 (b,e) and 7 (c,f). All panels: brown lines:
reconstructionswhen including all proxies; red lines: instrumental data ofBöhmet al. (2010); grey lines:documentarydata ofDobrovolnýet al. (2010); (panels aec): orangeandblue lines:
reconstructionswhen leaving out theproxies of Esper et al. (2007) and Friedrich (unpubl., trwRCS), respectively. (def) Orange line: reconstructionwhen leaving out the reconstructions of
Esper et al. (2007) and Friedrich (unpubl., trw RCS). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 7. Temperature reconstructions for hemispheric and regional scales. (a) Northern Hemisphere reconstructions of Juckes et al. (2007, green), Frank et al. (2007a, blue), Moberg
et al. (2005, orange), Hegerl et al. (2007, black) and Mann et al. (2008, black) and Alpine consensus reconstruction (this study, red) (b) Alpine reconstruction (consensus, red),
reconstructions of Büntgen et al. (2011, orange) and Glaser and Riemann (2009, darkgreen); 31-year Theil-Sen trend estimates of z-scores of the Glaser and Riemann (2009)
reconstruction (c), the Alpine reconstruction (d), and the Büntgen et al. (2011) reconstruction (e); grey bars indicate phases of agreement between Theil-Sen trend estimates.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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reconstruction of Büntgen et al. (2011) and the reconstruction
presented here (Fig. 7cee).

A comparison to glacier length variations is problematic,
because glaciers do not respond to summer temperature alone (e.g.
Oerlemans, 2001) and respond with delays. This might be a reason
why a comparison between phases of glacier advance and retreat in
the Alps (Holzhauser et al., 2005) and summer temperature
reconstructions for the Alpine area did not clearly favour any of the
aforementioned reconstructions. Glaciers advancing throughout
the 14th century do not support reconstructions that show warm
temperatures for this phase (Corona et al., 2010, 2011, and partly;
Glaser and Riemann, 2009), whereas glacier high stands at the end
of the 12th century cast some doubt on maximum temperatures
reconstructed in the 12th century (Büntgen et al., 2011, and our
consensus reconstruction) and are supporting the data by Glaser
and Riemann (2009) who reconstruct a cold phase around 1160
and a subsequent warming that might have stopped the glacier
advance.
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Differences between reconstructions may originate from two
sources: (i) differences in proxy data used and (ii) differences in
calibration methods (Juckes et al., 2007). Since the sensitivity tests
did not affect the overall shape of the reconstruction and had no
influence on the above average temperatures reconstructed for the
12th century (see next section), it is most likely differences in proxy
data that caused disagreement between 1053 and 1600.

4.2. Calibration and sensitivity tests

Differences among the three different statistical methods (CPS,
OLSR and PLSR) wereminor (Table 3, Figs. 4h and 5b). The similarity
of reconstructions obtained from different calibration methods is
indicative of a stable calibration. Stability of calibration and
reconstructions points to high accordance among proxies during
the calibration period and to similar weights assigned to proxies by
OLSR and PLSR.

Cross-validated RMSEP favoured approaches based on
frequency splitting over the approach without frequency splitting.
Calibration in specific frequency bands possibly alters the weight
assigned to individual proxy series which in turn alters the RMSEP.
Calibration in different frequency bands is, however, challenged by
the increase in serial autocorrelation and, hence, the loss of degrees
of freedom introduced by low-pass filtering (e.g. Trenberth, 1984;
Yiou, 2010). Since RMSEP of series calibrated in two frequency
bands was similar to RMSEP for calibration in four frequency bands
(Table 3), we follow the rule of parsimony and favour calibration in
only two frequency bands.

The result of the leave-out experiment points to increased
uncertainty of the reconstructions prior to 1400 (Fig. 5aef).
Differences in amplitude when excluding specific proxy series
(Friedrich unpubl., trw RCS and Esper et al., 2007) highlight
the importance of data included in calibration/reconstruction
approaches. Hence highly accurate proxy records remain the
fundamental prerequisite for meaningful (multi-archive) climate
reconstructions. In general the leave-out experiment revealed the
strong dependence of the reconstruction on the data included
during calibration. Since the calibrations did not differ consider-
ably, this points to inconsistencies among proxies included in the
reconstruction between 1053 and 1760 and to increased incon-
sistencies between 1050 and 1450, which is confirmed by lower
mean correlations and higher standard deviations in the >31-year
band (Fig. 2j). These changes might be partly caused by reduced
replication of tree-ring series (Fig. 3), which in turn results in
increased uncertainty of the tree-ring series (e.g. Frank et al.,
2007a).

Between 1200 and 1400 the leave-out approach further
revealed differences of decadal-scale variability of proxy series
which points to inconsistencies in the higher frequency (<31-year)
variability of the proxy data, which seems at least in part to be
affected by the reduced replication inherent to tree-ring records
used in this study.

In our study, calibrating in different frequency bands consis-
tently resulted in reduced low-frequency climate variability. The
reduction of low-frequency with frequency-dependent calibration
in our study was caused by the reduced offset between the
reconstructions and the data of Böhm et al. (2010), which was
achieved by calibration in frequency bands. The effect of this offset
on the low-frequency component of climate reconstructions is
discussed in detail by Frank et al. (2007b). It alters the amplitude of
low-frequency climate variability by as much as 1 �C (also found in
this study, data not shown). In the leave-out experiments the
lowest reconstructed temperatures in cold anomalies were 0.5 �C
warmer when calibrating in different frequency bands compared to
unconstrained calibrations.
5. Conclusions

In this study we presented a multi-archive reconstruction of
summer temperature for the European Alps covering the last
millennium based on nine different calibration approaches and
conservative, but not all-embracing error estimation. Warmest
summers 0.3 �C warmer than the 20th century mean occurred
between 1050 and 1200. These temperatures were, however,
0.35 �C lower than temperatures in the last decade of the 20th
century, though uncertainties during the early period of our
reconstruction are likely increased due to reduced replication
(number of individual measurement series) inherent to some of the
proxy records used here.

The lowest temperatures occurred at the turn of the 16th to the
17th century and were about 1 �C colder than the 20th century
mean (31-year low-pass filtered data). Comparison to hemispheric-
scale reconstructions revealed similarities in multi-decadal to
centennial scale climate variability.

Sensitivities of our multi-archive reconstructions to different
calibration approaches and the inclusion or exclusion of proxies
were carefully assessed. These sensitivity experiments suggested
higher reconstruction uncertainties prior to 1400, mainly caused by
inconsistencies among proxies included in this study. Hence,
production of high-quality, highly precise and highly accurate
proxies remains one of the key tasks in palaeoclimatology.
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Appendix. A. Sensitivity to the early instrumental warm-bias.

All calibration approaches underestimated (were too low)
temperatures from 1760 to 1850 and overestimated (were too high)
temperatures between 1860 and 1950.We exemplify the sensitivity
of our calibration models to this bias with variant seven (tree-rings
only, single-band). The calibration period was restricted to
1950e1996, i.e. the time-period where calibrated proxies and
instrumental target are in close agreement and free of offset (Fig. 4,
Table 3). The reconstruction focused on the period from 1760 to
1950, either including or excluding the pronounced offset between
1810 and 1821. We still found a mean offset of �0.49 �C between
1760 and 1850, but rather different mean offsets of þ0.36 �C and
of�0.39 �C between 1860 and 1950 after including or excluding the
years 1810e1821, respectively.

The offset between early instrumental data (1760e1840)
and proxy-based reconstructions is discussed in Frank et al.
(2007b). It seems that in many early instrumental series summer
temperatures are overestimated because thermometers were not
adequately shaded. Early instrumental data for the greater Alpine
region have been re-homogenised by Böhm et al. (2010), but there
is still some room for uncertainty and a remaining warm-bias in the
early instrumental summer temperature series cannot be ruled-
out. A certain amount of the offset might as well be attributable
to uncertainties in proxy data. For example, the largest offset
(1810e1821) was probably caused by tree-ring width data, which
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are known to underestimate the temperature of cold events (i.e.
show too cold temperatures) and to show inadequately long cold
phases because of biological persistence (e.g. Frank et al., 2007b).
Using the data of Böhm et al. (2010) as calibration target, we still
found an offset between early instrumental and proxy data, as do
Corona et al. (2011). This offset was reduced when applying our
calibration approach with different frequency bands. In this case,
the offset becomes considerably lower than described by Corona
et al. (2011; we found an offset of 0.2 �C compared to their 0.5 �C).

In contrast to the 18th and early 19th century, themeasurement
network became denser after 1860 and the temperature
measurements are considered to bemore accurate (e.g. Frank et al.,
2007b). Still, we found an offset (overestimation) between
reconstructions and instrumental data from 1860 to 1950 (similar
to Büntgen et al., 2006). This offset was as large as or even larger
than the offset with early instrumental data (Table 4). Calibration
based on tree-ring data and no frequency separation (variant 7) in
the period 1950e1996 resulted in similar offsets for the periods
1760e1850 and 1860e1950 (although calibration based on
unconstrained tree-ring data had poor calibration statistics, it
was the only calibration approach allowing for such a comparison,
since it retained enough degrees of freedom for the period
1950e1996).

Although we can not conclude from this experiment that the
early instrumental period correction applied by Böhm et al. (2010)
is accurate, we can clearly show that the early instrumental data is
not the only possible source of error. The offset between instru-
mental data and ‘reconstruction’ between 1860 and 1950 in our
experiment as well suggests proxy data as a possible source of the
offset.
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